TRADITIONAL VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

Announcement Number: 20-P4MAA-1135  Closing Date:  Open Until Filled
Position Title & Unit: Operations SGT, HHC, 67th MEB  Location: Lincoln, NE
Military Grade Range: Minimum E6/SSG - Maximum E8/MSG

Military Requirements: Designated CPMOS for this position 13Z. Feeder MOSs include: 13B, 13F, 13J, 13M and 13R. A security eligibility of SECRET is required for this role. Must meet the physical demands requirements of DA Pam 611-21. MOS qualification, if required, must be completed IAW current policy and training guidance. Selected individual may incur additional training requirements for SQI and/or ASI requirements for the duty position (see unit specific requirements below). The qualifications for the award of this MOS can be found in DA Pam 611-21.

Area of Consideration: All eligible and available members of the Nebraska Army National Guard serving in the grade range listed above. In order to be promoted in this position, the Soldier must be fully qualified for promotion IAW AR 600-8-19.

General Requirements:
2. Not currently "Flagged from Favorable Personnel Actions", under a "Bar to Reenlistment", or defined as “Stagnant” IAW PPOM 18-001.
3. Meet other requirements as stated in Military Requirements above.

Summary of Duties: Serves as the principal Field Artillery enlisted advisor within Army, Corps, Division, Brigade, Battalion and Battlefield Coordination Detachment staffs on operational, fire support and target acquisition issues. Provides technical and tactical expertise in the use of advanced battle command systems to leaders and subordinates in the accomplishment of their duties. Plans, edits and prepares tactical plans and courses of action for the commander. Selects position locations for the tactical operations center and provides defensive position planning for its security. Monitors the professional development for all enlisted Soldiers under their direct supervision.

Other Unit Unique Considerations/Requirements: 67th Maneuver Enhancement Brigade is preparing for potential deployment. To obtain additional information regarding the potential mobilization or questions regarding qualification requirements, contact the 67th MEB S1 dennis.j.hartman.mil@mail.mil, 402-309-7355. This position also requires Battle Staff.

Application Instructions: Submit a completed "Traditional NCO Vacancy Application" by e-mail to "ng.ne.nearng.list.g1-epm@mail.mil" with a subject line of "Vacancy Application 20-P4MAA-1135" or in hard copy to the G1 office no later than 1600 hours on the closing date. Electronic applications must be in PDF format on one single attachment. The use of official mail to forward employment applications is prohibited. Applications or attachments which are unreadable or cannot be opened will not be accepted or considered. DPA is not responsible for any malfunctions when using electronic means to transmit job applications. Applicants may verify receipt of their application telephonically by calling (402)309-8152.
10-13Z. MOS 13Z--Field Artillery Senior Sergeant (FA Sr Sgt), CMF 13

a. Major duties. The Field Artillery Senior Sergeant duties include Command Sergeant Major (CSM), Operations Sergeant Major (SGM), First Sergeant (1SG), Detachment Sergeant and Operations Sergeant. The Field Artillery Senior Sergeant is assigned and performs duties in Theater, Corps, Divisions, Brigade Combat Teams, Fires Brigades, Battlefield Coordination Detachments, Batteries and Companies. They assist commanders and/or their staff officers in the coordination of advanced battle command systems that support the integration of Army indirect fires, fire support operations, joint operations and target acquisition. The specific duties of the Field Artillery Senior Sergeant at each echelon are outlined below:

(1) MOS 13Z60.
   (a) Command Sergeant Major 7C (O6 level CDR) or 6C (O5 level CDR): Serves as the principal advisor to the commander on all enlisted issues at the Brigade level or below. The CSM is primarily focused on training, maintaining, caring and leading of the unit’s Soldiers, facilities and equipment. Assists the Commander in the implementation of command policies, establishes and enforces standards related to the appearance and conduct of all Soldiers within the command. Develops and executes noncommissioned officer (NCO) professional development programs within the command and advises, counsels Soldiers on issues related to training, education and professional development. The CSM is primarily responsible for the unit’s individual soldier training programs.
   (b) Sergeant Major 7S (O6 level Officer) or 6S (O5 level Staff Officer): Serves as the principal Field Artillery enlisted advisor within Army, Corps, Division, Brigade, Battalion and Battlefield Coordination Detachment staffs on operational, fire support and target acquisition issues. Provides technical and tactical expertise in the use of advanced battle command systems to leaders and subordinates in the accomplishment of their duties. Plans, edits and prepares tactical plans and courses of action for the commander. Selects position locations for the tactical operations center and provides defensive position planning for its security. Monitors the professional development for all enlisted Soldiers under their direct supervision. Assumes the duties of the CSM in their absence.

(2) MOS 13Z50.
   (a) First Sergeant: Serves as the principal advisor to the commander on all enlisted issues at the Battery and Detachment level. The 1SG is primarily focused on training, maintaining, caring and leading of the unit’s Soldiers, facilities and equipment. Assists the Commander in the implementation of command policies, establishes and enforces standards related to the appearance and conduct of all Soldiers within the command. Develops and executes noncommissioned officer (NCO) professional development programs within the command and advises and counsels Soldiers on issues related to training, education and professional development. The 1SG is primarily responsible for the unit’s individual soldier training programs in the areas of combat readiness and physical fitness. The 1SG also performs duties as the unit defensive planner and chief logistician.
   (b) Operations Sergeant: Serves as the principal Field Artillery enlisted advisor within Army, Corps, Division, Brigade, Battalion and Battlefield Coordination Detachment staffs on operational, fire support and target acquisition issues. Provides technical and tactical expertise in the use of advanced battle command systems to leaders and subordinates in the accomplishment of their duties. Plans, edits and prepares tactical plans and courses of action for the commander. Selects position locations for the tactical operations center and provides defensive position planning for its security. Supervises the professional development for all enlisted Soldiers under their direct control. Assumes the duties of the 1SG in their absence.

b. Physical demands ratings and qualifications for initial award of MOS. FA senior sergeants must possess the following qualifications:

(1) Physical demands rating--N/A.
(2) A physical profile of 222221.
(3) Color discrimination of red/green.
(4) Minimum score in aptitude area--N/A.
(5) A security eligibility of SECRET is required for the initial award and to maintain the MOS.
c. Additional skill identifiers. (Note: Refer to table 12-8 (Listing of universal ASI’s associated with all enlisted MOS)).

(1) B9--Bradley M2A3/M3A3 Operator/System Maintainer (personnel only). Effective 201903
(2) L8 Joint Operational Fires and Effects (JOFE).
(3) 1G Joint Terminal Attack Controller (JTAC) (skill level 5 only).

d. Physical requirements and standards of grade. Physical requirements and SG relating to each skill level are listed in the following tables:

(1) *Table 10-13Z-1.* Physical requirements.
(2) *Table 10-13Z-2.* Standards of grade TOE/MTOE.
(3) *Table 10-13Z-3.* Standards of grade TDA.